What Do Our Students and Schools Say?

The online courses have enabled our school to offer many more opportunities for areas of personal interest and study than we would have been able to offer otherwise. Students can work at their own pace, and work on assignments anywhere, even on their phones. It's an amazing opportunity for students to get the education they really want. Getting an education online is not the format of the future, it's the format of today.

I love how, when learning online, I can go further into the course at my own speed. The program has helped me by providing classes that my school cannot afford to supply in a traditional classroom setting.

The MSC online program has provide our school flexibility in scheduling, additional course offerings and credit recovery opportunities for students.

I think the high school setting is not for everyone and so having the option to take classes online through my high school is a much better option for me.

I only took one class for a semester through MSC online. The program was really great. My teacher was very helpful and always made sure I was keeping up with my work. The website ran very smoothly on both my computer and iPad. Overall it was a really great program.

MSC Online offers challenging coursework addressing a variety of individualized learning styles and is tailored for the disciplined student.

I can't wait to see what we do next semester. I'll always recommend MSC Online to any peer that asks for another option besides a classroom desk.